Introduction.
Let {p^(x)} he a simple polynomial set defined by a generating function of the form a) (i-tfaF(x,t) = j:pna)(x)tn n=0 where F(x, t) is independent of the parameter a. The object of this paper is to examine certain fundamental properties of the set {p"(x)}, the case when a = 0, that are inherited by {p"a)(x)} and, more generally, by the modified set {pf+M(x)}.
A variety of familiar polynomial sets possess generating functions of the form (1) . For example, if F(x, t) = (1 -t)~lexp[-xt/(l-t)], we have the generalized Laguerre polynomials pj,a> (x) = L^ (x) [7, p. 202] . Indeed, this paper was initially motivated by a desire to study the basic structure of a certain property of the simple Laguerre set {P"(x)| (a = 0) which is preserved by {Lina+eu)(x)} (see remark following Theorem 2). This modified Laguerre set has appeared scattered throughout the literature for special cases of fi. For example, Toscano [9] initiated serious study of the case fi = l; the cases j3 = 0, -1 are perhaps the most familiar; and Al-Salam [l] has shown the case fi= -2 to be essentially the set of reversed Bessel polynomials.
All of our results are in the language of formal power series and are consequences of the following Lemma. The set {pn+M(x)} is generated by
Proof. In view of (i -t)-«F(x, o=| E(~a) (-m»} | i: *.(*)<"} 
Next recall the identity [6, p. 302] " /a + 6ra\r 2 "I"
and set a= -a-Bk, 6= -8, and z= -ra(/) where «(/) is as defined in the statement of the lemma. This yields
which means that 
where G(t) and H(t)/t possess power series expansions with nonzero initial coefficients and the expansion of <£(/) has all nonzero coefficients. With F(x, t) =G(t)$ [xH(t) ] in our lemma then, we have Remark. The operator 7= X)*U J*P*+1 associated with {p"(x)} is said to be generated by the function J(t)= E"-oJ*'*+1> and Sheffer pointed out that J(t) is the inverse of the function H(t) in (5). Analogously from (6), we find that {pna+Pn'>(x)} corresponds to the operator generated by the inverse of H(u(t)). This inverse is evidently v(J(t)) = J(t)[l-J(t)]e. Now Sheffer observed the simple Laguerre set (P"(x)} to be of A-type zero corresponding to the operator generated by -t/(l-t). Inasmuch as {P"(x)} is a special case of {pn(x)}, the above discussion reveals that {P^*+^n)(x)} is of v4-type zero corresponding to the operator generated by -t/(l-t)1+v. The modified Laguerre set is already known to be of A-type zero [3] , [4] ; but the function generating the associated operator has been stated explicitly for nonzero fi only when (3 = 1 [7, p. 299 ].
While Sheffer concentrated on A -type zero sets, he did extend the concept to include sets of positive ^4-type. The set {p"(x)} is of A-typem^O iff there exists a differential operator /= ^2t=oJk(x)Dk+1 such that the jk(x) are polynomials with maximum degree m and
ior all w = l. Suppose now that our {pn(x)} is a generalized Appell set of some positive .4-type m. Goldberg [5] has shown that this is equivalent to saying the generalized Appell generat-ing function in (3) takes the generalized hypergeometric form (7) G(t)oFt Cb, I cxH(t)) = £) pa(x)t»
where q is a positive integer dividing m, c is some nonzero constant, and the inverse /*(/) of H(t) is a polynomial of degree m/q. It is, of course, understood that none of the denominator parameters of the 0P4 is zero or a negative integer. Equation (4) takes the corresponding form w ^T,1?! ™ G(*w)oF, (T* I cxH(u(t))\ = £ Pna+0n\x)tn,
and we ask if {p»a+?">(x)} is of some finite ^4-type. It clearly cannot be of A -type zero because q^O and the oF« cannot therefore be an exponential. If {pj,""1""'0 (x)} is of some positive ^4-type, the function v(J * (t))=J* (t) [1 -J * (t)]e which is the inverse of H(u(t)) must be a polynomial of positive degree. This degree would be m/q + (m/q)B = (1 +8)m/q and 8 would have to be a nonnegative integer. Now if 8 is in fact a nonnegative integer, we see that (8) takes the proper form for {pna+^m(x)} to be of positive ^4-type, specifically (1+B)m. In summary, we have Theorem 3. If {pn(x)} is a generalized Appell set of positive A-type m, then a necessary and sufficient condition for {pn+fia)(x)} to be of some finite A-type is that 8 be a nonnegative integer, in which case the latter A-type is (l+B)m.
Remark.
Goldberg pointed out that the polynomial J* (t) = Et-/o>~1 jt*tk+1 generates the positive .4-type operator / in the sense that /= Et-'o'-1 jk*ah+1 where a = DjlUi(xD+bt-l).
The b( are the parameters in the denominator of the oFq in (7). So when {p^+0n)(x)} is of positive A -type, the associated operator is generated by J* (t)[l-J* (t)]f> with the same a.
3. Remarks on sets of finite B-and C-type. Sheffer went on to discuss sets of B-and C-type m where m is a nonnegative integer. We do not restate his original definitions but simply recall that he showed a polynomial set to be of B-type m iff it is of C-type m. In fact, to say that {p"(x)} is of B-or C-type m is to say that it possesses a generating function of the form (9) G(t) exp[xH0(t) + x2Hx(t) + -•■+ xm+lHm(t)] = £ pn(x)t\ n-0
Here the functions G(t) and Hk(t)/tk+1 (k = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , m) have power series representations where the initial coefficients of at least G(t) and H0(t)/t are nonzero. As Sheffer pointed out, comparison of (9) when m = 0 with (5) shows that the A-, B-, and C-type zero classes actually coincide. It follows from our lemma that 
